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An effective single-band model for the cuprates is derived by a cell-perturbation method from a five-band
model which includesd3z22r2 orbitals on copper andpz orbitals on apical oxygen. In addition to the usual
Zhang-Rice singlets ofA1 symmetry, there are two-hole cell states ofB1 symmetry, which can become low in
energy and depend sensitively on the apical oxygen ions. Provided that hybridization with the apical oxygen
orbital is sufficiently weak to permit reduction to at-t8-J model, the main effect of theB1-symmetry states is
to renormalize the effective next-nearest-neighbor hopping (t8) of doped holes. This effect can be quite large
and may even change the sign oft8. The variation oft8 between various compounds due to differences in
crystal structure is shown to correlate withTc

max, the critical temperature at optimum doping, suggesting that
t8 may be a crucial parameter for the low-energy physics, which moreover differentiates between the various
cuprates. The effective single-band model is shown to break down when the apex level approaches the in-plane
oxygen level, and to describe that situation, which cannot be ruled out completely for the cuprates with present
experimental evidence, we propose a specific minimal effective~two-band! model.

I. INTRODUCTION

Extensive studies over the past five years have resulted in
considerable evidence that the copper-oxide planes of the
high-temperature superconductors may be modeled by an ef-
fective single-band model.1,2 Nevertheless, this issue has re-
mained controversial~see, e.g., the discussion in Refs. 1,2!
because of arguments by Emery and Reiter3 that the oxygen
degrees of freedom are essential and would lead to a break-
down of an effective single-band description. In the preced-
ing paper,4 henceforth referred to as I, we have made a de-
tailed investigation of the reduction of the three-band (d-p)
model5,6 to an effective single-band model for a wide range
of parameters, using a cell-perturbation method. This leads to
a single-band Hubbard model which differs from the usual
form only in that effective hopping and Coulomb interactions
between carriers are ‘‘asymmetric.’’ However, apart from
these asymmetries and some small correction terms, the
mapping of the three-bandd-p model to an effective single-
band Hubbard model is found to be extremely robust, with
the effective parameters given very accurately in second or-
der.

The validity of a single-band description of the cuprates
has also been questioned from a quite different point of view.
Various authors argued that the starting point, the three-band
d-p model, is already insufficiently complete to capture all
the relevant physics. In particular, calculations aiming at a
realistic description of the electronic structure have
indicated7–10 that, in addition to the copper 3dx22y2 and oxy-
gen 2px and 2py s orbitals included in the three-band
model, the copper 3d3z22r2 orbital may also be involved in
accommodating doped holes. This has been confirmed by
electron-energy-loss spectroscopy11,12 and polarized x-ray-
absorption spectroscopy,13,14 although the occupancy is ap-
parently considerably less than believed before.15 In addi-

tion, various mechanisms for superconductivity have been
proposed in which the 3d3z22r2 orbital plays an essential
role.16–22 Further, there is experimental evidence that the
out-of-plane~‘‘apical’’ ! oxygens affect the electronic struc-
ture in a way that is relevant to superconductivity. For ex-
ample, in some compounds there is apparently a significant
isotope effect for the apical oxygen,23,24 and there is also a
clear correlation between the maximum critical temperature
Tc
max reached in different cuprates and the copper-apex bond-

ing as estimated from the Cu bond valence sum.25 Similarly,
a correlation has been demonstrated betweenTc

max and the
Madelung potential at the apical oxygen relative to that at the
planar oxygens.26 One is thus led to take also the 2pz orbital
on the apical oxygen into account, and the basic model be-
comes the five-bandd-p model considered in Refs. 27–29. It
is clear that consideration of such an extended model, not
entirely restricted to the Cu-O planes, is actually inevitable if
one wants to account for the differences between the various
cuprates.

In the present paper we therefore reconsider the reduction
to a single-band model by the cell-perturbation method when
the copper 3d3z22r2 and apical oxygenpz orbitals are in-
cluded, thus starting from a five-band rather than a three-
band model. As in previous investigations,27–29 one particu-
lar aim of the present work is to possibly identify a
characteristic quantity that is strongly affected by the apical
oxygens ~and thus differentiates between the various cu-
prates! and which can also be shown, at least empirically, to
be related to high-Tc superconductivity. Our main result on
this issue is that such a quantity actually exists within the
single-band description, namely, that thenext-nearest-
neighbor hopping parameter t8 in the t-t8-J model qualifies
as the single parameter reflecting the main differences be-
tween the various cuprates.

The plan of the paper is as follows. In Sec. II we construct
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the Hamiltonian for the five-band model in a cell basis, em-
phasizing the new aspects associated with the added orbitals,
and referring for general information on the cell-perturbation
method to paper I~where also further references can be
found!. This is followed in Sec. III by an examination of the
most important effective hopping matrix elements and their
variation with the energy of the apicalpz orbital and other
d-p parameters. In Sec. IV we consider corrections to the
usual effective single-band (t-t8-J) model caused by the ex-
tra orbitals and, particularly, the apical oxygen. This includes
a critical discussion of the validity of the effective single-
band model, speculating on when, and why, it might break
down and what minimal model it could be replaced with. In
Sec. V we discuss the significance oft8 and examine the
correlation betweent8 as calculated here and the experimen-
tal values ofTc

max for various cuprates. Finally, the main
results are summarized and further discussed in Sec. VI.

II. EFFECTIVE HAMILTONIAN
FOR THE FIVE-BAND MODEL

The usual three-bandd-p model of the copper-oxide
planes in the high-temperature superconductors is a tight-
binding model with ~hole! orbitals on copper
(3dx22y2[dx) and oxygen (2px,2py) and includes Cu-O
and O-O hopping interactions (tpd and tpp), on-site and
nearest-neighbor Coulomb interactions (Up , Ud , andVpd),
and on-site energies («p and «d) @see Eq.~2.1! of I#. Esti-
mates pertinent to the cuprates have converged~see I! to-
wards a ‘‘standard’’ set of parameters~in units of tpd'1.3
eV! «[«p2«d52.7, tpd51, tpp50.5, Ud57, Up53, and
Vpd51, firmly putting the cuprates in the charge-transfer
~rather than the Mott-Hubbard! regime in the Zaanen-
Sawatzky-Allen diagram.30 We now extend the three-band

Hamiltonian by including the 3d3z22r2[dz orbital on copper
and the 2pz orbitals on apical oxygen. The localized energy
of a hole in an apicalpz orbital we denote by«apexand that
of a dz hole by«z ~representing a crystal-field splitting be-
tweendz anddx orbitals of«z2«d). Estimates for these pa-
rameters for the cuprates are~again in units of tpd)
«z&0.5,27,31while «apexvaries considerably from compound
to compound because of the variation of Madelung poten-
tials, ranging between 1.6 and 4.6.27 Since the main aim of
this paper is to investigate the effects of the extra (pz ,dz)
orbitals, and the results do not change in any significant way
with the Coulomb parametersUp andVpd ~provided the lat-
ter is not too large!, then we set these to zero. Since this also
decreases the effective gap~see I!, we increase« by about
unity to compensate, when referring to the ‘‘standard’’ set.

In a preliminary step the in-plane oxygen orbitals are
transformed into Wannier orbitalsb anda, transforming lo-
cally like b1 anda1 . In contrast to the three-band case the
a orbitals must be retained because they hybridize strongly
with thedz andpz orbitals. It is then important to exploit the
freedom left in the definition of the Wannier orbitals by
choosing a phase factor which ensures thatboth ai and bi are
derived mainly from the four oxygenpx andpy orbitals sur-
rounding the Cu sitei . The first step in the cell approach is
now to write the Hamiltonian of the five-band model in the
(dx ,dz ,a,b,pz) cell basis, and in the formH5H01Hcc,
whereH05( ihi describes noninteracting cells andHcc is the
cell-cell interaction. Because orbitals of different local sym-
metry do not hybridize within a cell, the single-cell Hamil-
tonianh can be split into three parts,

h5h~b1!1h~a1!1h~a1b1!, ~2.1!

where

h~b1!5«bn
~b!1Udn↑

~dx!n↓
~dx!

2tb(
s

~dx,s
† bs1H.c.!, ~2.2!

h~a1!5«an
~a!1«zn

~dz!1«apexn
~pz!1Udn↑

~dz!n↓
~dz!2ta(

s
~dz,s

† as1H.c.!2tpd8 (
s

~dz,s
† pz,s1H.c.!2tpp8 (

s
~as

†pz,s1H.c.!,

~2.3!

h~a1b1!5Udn
~dx!n~dz!, ~2.4!

with «b5«p2«d22tppn005«p2«d21.4536tpp , «a5«p

2«d12tppn005«p2«d11.4536tpp ~the effective charge-
transfer energies of theb band and thea band, respectively!,
tb52tpdm0051.9162tpd , ta52tpdl00/A350.8612tpd ,
tpd8 52tpd8 /A351.1547tpd8 , and tpp8 52tpp8 l0051.4916tpp8 .
The convention for the primed hopping parameterstpd8 and
tpp8 for hops involving the apical oxygen has been chosen
such that they become equal totpd and tpp , respectively,
when the apical oxygen atom is at the same distance from the

copper atom as the in-plane oxygen atoms.29,32

It is now useful to decompose also the cell-cell interaction
~which is of purely hopping type since we have set
Up5Vpd50) according to the local symmetry of the orbitals
involved:

Hcc5Hhop
~b1!

1Hhop
~a1!

1Hhop
~a1b1! , ~2.5!

where
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Hhop
~b1!

522tpd(
iÞ j

(
s

m i j ~dx,is
† bjs1bis

† dx, js!22tpp(
iÞ j

(
s

n i j bis
† bjs , ~2.6!

Hhop
~a1!

52
2

A3
tpd(

iÞ j
(
s

l i j ~dz,is
† ajs1ais

† dz, js!12tpp(
iÞ j

(
s

n i j ais
† ajs22tpp8 (

iÞ j
(
s

l i j ~pz,is
† ajs1ais

† pz, js!, ~2.7!

Hhop
~a1b1!

51
2

A3
tpd(

iÞ j
(
s

j i j ~dz,is
† bjs1bis

† dz, js!22tpp(
iÞ j

(
s

x i j ~ais
† bjs1bis

† ajs!12tpp8 (
iÞ j

(
s

j i j ~pz,is
† bjs1bis

† pz, js!,

~2.8!

where the coefficientsm i j , n i j , l i j , j i j , andx i j follow from
the Wannier transformation~see Appendix A!. One should
note thatm i j , n i j , andl i j , describing hybridization between
orbitals of the same symmetry, depend only on the distance
between sitesi and j . By contrast the coefficientsj i j and
x i j , which describe the hybridization betweena1- and
b1-symmetry orbitals, also depend on the orientation of the
vectorRi j connectingi and j : they change sign whenRi j is
reflected in one of the@11# directions~and so in particular are
zero for sites connected diagonally!. This is of course due to
the different‘‘nodality’’ of a1- andb1-symmetry orbitals: a
b1 orbital changes sign under a 90° rotation while ana1
orbital does not. It is further important to recognize that
while hopping between in-plane oxygen orbitals ofa1 sym-
metry is equally efficient as between those ofb1 symmetry
~involving the same coefficientsn i j ), holes indz and apical
pz orbitals are rather ‘‘immobile’’: direct hops between them
(dz↔dz , pz↔pz , dz↔pz) are not permitted, and the
nearest-neighbor hybridization hops in thea1 channel are
weaker by l01/A3m01,1/A3 and tpp8 l01/tpdm01,tpp8 /tpd
~for dz↔a andpz↔a, respectively! than those in the corre-
spondingb1 channel (dx↔b).

The next and essential step of the cell method is to deter-
mine the eigenstatesun& of the single-cell Hamiltonian
h @Eq. ~2.1!#, which can of course be done exactly, and
subsequently express the full Hamiltonian in terms of these

cell eigenstates. Using Hubbard’sX operators33 Xi
n8n

[u in8&^ inu, one obtains

H5(
i

(
n

En Xi
nn1(̂

i j &
(

nn8mm8
t i j
n8nm8m Xi

n8n Xj
m8m , ~2.9!

where the second sum is over all pairs of sites~but not re-
stricted to nearest neighbors!. We emphasize that~2.9! is still
entirely equivalent to the Hamiltonian in the
(dx ,dz ,a,b,pz) basis, and all intracell energiesEn and cell-

to-cell hopping parameterst i j
n8nm8m[^ in8, jm8uHccu in, jm&

can be calculated from the original parameters. Reduction to
an effective single-band model is achieved by retaining in
each cell only the zero-hole~full-shell, vacuum! state u0&,
the lowest-energy one-hole doubletugs&, and the lowest two-
hole ~singlet! cell state uS& ~the generalized Zhang-Rice
singlet34,35!, and accounting for the effect of all the dropped
cell states by second-order perturbation theory~see I!. In the
case of the three-band model, as usually considered, and af-
ter dropping thea orbitals, the number of cell states is rather
limited. The inclusion of the extra orbitals, although straight-

forward, implies that the summations in~2.9! include many
more cell states, reflecting the increased dimension of the
Hilbert space, and one must reconsider whether reduction to
an effective single-band model is still justified. Fortunately a
considerable simplification can be achieved, both conceptu-
ally and practically, by making proper use of the symmetry
of the cell states.

Let us consider first the main effect of the new hole or-
bitals, which transform locally likea1 , starting with the in-
plane oxygen Wannier orbitala. This orbital lies at energy
«a , about 3tpp above the in-plane oxygenb orbital of b1
symmetry at energy«b @see Eqs.~2.3! and ~2.2!#. In the
three-band model thea orbital provides the onlyone-hole
cell stateof a1 symmetry. The energy of the lowest one-hole
state ofb1 symmetry is then significantly lower due to hy-
bridization between theb orbital and 3dx22y2 on copper~via
tpd), even when«a and/or«b are small~see Fig. 1, and also
Appendix B where the explicit form of the intracell Hamil-
tonian matrices is given!. For the two-hole stateswe may
construct states with localA1 symmetry from two orbitals
with b1 symmetry, and states with localB1 symmetry from a
b1 orbital and ana1 orbital. In the three-band model the
A1 state splits into a lowest singlet@the Zhang-Rice~ZR!
singlet34 uS&# and a triplet@the Emery-Reiter~ER! triplet3

uTm&# at energy«b . This energy lowering of the singlet is
again ~and hereonly! due to hybridization viatpd which
cannot occur for the triplet due to the Pauli principle. The
hybridization between theB1 basis statesudxa& and uba&,
located at energies«a and «a1«b respectively~see Fig. 1
and Appendix B!, is weaker than between theA1 singlet
states udxb&s5(udx↑b↓&2udx↓b↑&)/A2 and ub↑b↓& because
there is no mixing via thea orbital due to symmetry. The
two-hole states ofB1 symmetry therefore lie considerably
above the Zhang-Rice singlet.

Hence, since the local one- and two-hole states involving
the a1 orbitals are higher in energy than the lowest states
involving only b1 orbitals, the former are usually dropped
and the three-band model is reduced to a two-band model,
for the low-energy physics. This is, of course, an approxima-
tion for although the two manifolds of states are decoupled
locally they can mix on neighboring cells@compare Eq.
~2.8!#, via effective hopping matrix elements. The impor-
tance of these (a1-derived! states depends on the strength of
the relevant hopping matrix elements and the difference in
local energies in making such a transition, i.e., the ratio
ut/DEu. Upon reduction to an effective single-band model
this therefore leads to corrections in perturbation
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theory in exactly the same way as for the Emery-Reiter trip-
let ~see I!. Indeed, since the ER triplet and the lowest two-
hole state withB1 symmetry have comparable energies in the
three-band model, there is noa priori reason to believe that
the latter is any less important.

In the five-band model the potential significance of the
a1-derived states becomes greater since there is further en-
ergy lowering due to hybridization with thedz orbitals on
copper and thepz orbitals on apical oxygen. In theone-hole

sector the lowest state transforming likea1 will now be
dominated by its dz component, at least as long as
«z,«a ,«apex ~see Fig. 1!. However, since the intracell hy-
bridization betweendz and a is considerably weaker than
betweendx andb @compare Eqs.~2.2! and~2.3!#, the lowest
b1 one-hole state will then still be at significantly lower en-
ergy than thea1 state. In thetwo-hole sectorthe presence of
thedz orbital will lead to a largeubdz& component in at least
one of the low-lyingB1 states~in the interesting regime of
fairly large Ud the udxdz& component will be relatively
small!. The other main component will beuga&, because the
base statesudxa& and uba& hybridize, exactly like the one-
hole base statesudx& and ub&, into a low-lying uga& ~and a
high-lying uea&), thus gaining abouttb

2/«b'4tpd
2 /«b in en-

ergy. If «z&«a2«b24tpd
2 /«b , a condition well satisfied for

the cuprates, it will be the lowestB1-symmetry state~here-
after referred to as theB state! that is predominantlyubdz&
like, while the next-higher stateuB8& will be mainly uga&, at
least as long as«apex is sufficiently large~see again Fig. 1!.
One then expects the hybridization betweenubdz& and uba&
to push theB state significantly below the ER triplet.

The apical oxygen orbitalpz introduces the basis states
udxpz& and ubpz& which hybridize among themselves into
ugpz& ~anduepz&) and subsequently mainly withuga& and to
a lesser extent withubdz&. These new basis states thus influ-
ence the balance between theudxa& andubdz& components in
theB state, and this in turn affects the magnitude of hopping
matrix elements. Finally note thatB1 singlet and triplet states
are degenerate as long as we ignore the Hund’s-rule intra-
atomic exchange on copper, because allB1 base states are
necessarily constructed from two different orbitals, and so no
triplet base states are excluded by the Pauli principle.

The behavior of theB1-symmetry two-hole states de-
scribed above is illustrated in Fig. 2~a! where we plot the
energy of the sixB1 states~relative to the ZR singlet energy!
versus the apex orbital energy. The energy of the ER triplet
~dotted line! is also shown for comparison and appears, of
course, as a horizontal line since it does not involve the apex
orbital. In this figure we have used the ‘‘standard’’ parameter
set for the cuprates and a realistic small value for the crystal-

FIG. 2. ~a! Cell state energies~relative to the ZR singlet energy!, ~b! hopping parameters, and~c! energies at the band bottom, of the six
B1-symmetry two-hole states, vs«apex, with tpd51.0, Ud57, tpp50.5, tpd8 50.5, tpp8 50.25, «b53, «z50.5.

FIG. 1. Schematic energy level diagram of the cell states in the
five-band model. Upper panel, one-hole states; lower panel, two-
hole states. States in the three-band~Emery! model (b1 andA1) are
shown on the left with additional states in the five-band model
(a1 andB1) on the right. For the two-hole states hybridization in
theb1 (a1) channel is indicated by dashed~dotted! arrows.
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field splitting, «z50.5, whereas for the hybridization of the
apical oxygenpz orbital we taketpd8 50.5 and tpp8 50.25,
corresponding roughly to a copper-apex distance 20% larger
than the in-plane oxygen copper distance.27,29~Here, as in the
figures to follow, we have normalized to units oftpd51.)

In Fig. 2~a! we note first that theB state is always lower
in energy than the ER triplet, a feature emphasized for the
cuprates by Eskes and Sawatzky.10 This is not too surprising
since theB state can profit more readily from hybridization
without the restriction of the Pauli principle suffered by the
ER triplet. Hence, to be consistent, if we are to calculate
corrections to the effective single-band model due to the ER
triplet, then we should, at least, also include corrections due
to the B state. Since the latter involves thedz orbitals on
copper, then, even in the absence of the apicals, we would
have to consider a four-band model. Fortunately, these cor-
rections are quite small~but not insignificant as we show
later! without the apicals and may be accounted for pertur-
batively. However, this isnot the case when the apical is
lowered in energy, as shown in the figure, when theB state
becomes increasingly important and eventually even crosses
the ZR singlet. We shall see in the next section that this may
well be the situation for some of the cuprates.

Secondly we observe that the variation with«apex can be
simply understood as the stateugpz& being ‘‘pulled through’’
the low-lying statesuB& anduB8& when«apex is lowered. The
resulting anticrossings imply that when the apex level is high
then uB&'ubdz& and uB8&'uga&, while for small «apex the
B state finally becomesugpz&, with uB8&'ubdz& and
uB9&'uga&. That this identification is correct may also be
recognized from Fig. 2~b!, which shows the nearest-neighbor
hopping parameterstB(k)ggB(k) ~where k50, . . . ,5), associ-
ated with the sixB1 two-hole states. They are defined as the
amplitude for the process u . . . ,g,B(k), . . . &
→u . . . ,B(k),g, . . . &, and are a measure of the bandwidth
of a propagating stateuB(k)& in a background of doublets
~spins! in the copper-oxide plane. The relatively large hop-
ping parameter for the stateuB8& at large«apexcorresponds to
uB8&'uga& with the hole in the planar oxygena orbital be-
ing fairly mobile, as pointed out above, and moving rather
freely over the background of one-hole states~spins! ugs&.
Below the anticrossing at«apex'5 that behavior is taken
over by the stateuB9&. The hopping parameter of theB state
remains much smaller throughout, being dominated by hops
involving the rather ‘‘immobile’’ a1-symmetry orbitalsdz
andpz at large and small«apex, respectively.

Validity of the reduction to an effective single-band model
requires that upon hole doping only ZR singlets are created
but no other two-hole states. Figure 2~a! already indicates
that this condition might be not fulfilled at small«apex be-
cause theB state could get occupied. It also suggests that the
other B1 states are sufficiently higher in energy and will
remain unoccupied. However, whether occupation of a par-
ticular state occurs or not is of course determined by the
energy at the bottom of the band that it gives rise to, while
Fig. 2~a! shows cell energies which correspond to band cen-
ters. Since we have seen in Fig. 2~b! that the bandwidth of
theB8- andB9 band can be rather large, one might wonder
whether they would not get occupied more readily than the
narrowB band. Figure 2~c! shows that this is not the case,

simply because the relevant cell energies are too high. Here
we have plotted the energy at the bottom of each of the
B1-symmetry bands,36 EB(k)

bot 5EB(k)28utB(k)ggB(k)u
18t8B(k)ggB(k), where t8B(k)ggB(k) is the next-nearest-
neighbor hopping parameter for stateuB(k)&.

III. EFFECTIVE HOPPING TERMS

Having established that at most theB state could get
physically occupied, it is of interest to study the behavior of
that state in some more detail, and in particular compare with
that of the ER triplet. We do so in Figs. 3–5, where we plot
hopping matrix elements and local two-hole energies versus
the relevant orbital energies.

In Fig. 3 we show the«b dependence of the five most
importantnearest-neighborhopping matrix elements. Their
meaning and significance is as follows. First,tTggT repre-
sents the hopping of an Emery-Reiter triplet; i.e., it is the
amplitude for the process u . . . ,g,T, . . . &
→u . . . ,T,g . . . &, just like tBggB is the hopping matrix ele-
ment for theB state. The remaining matrix elementstTggB,
tTggS, and tBggS again represent a two-hole hop but with a
simultaneous transition to a different two-hole state, as indi-
cated by the notation. They produce mixing between the
various two-hole bands. In this figure we have set the crystal

FIG. 3. Hopping and hybridization matrix elements involving
the ZR singlet, ER triplet, and lowest state ofB1 symmetry showing
dependence onUd and «b , with tpp50.5, tpd8 50.5, tpp8 50.25,
«z50, and«apex510: tTggT ~solid line!, tBggB ~dotted line!, tTggB

~dashed line!, tTggS ~long-dashed line!, tBggS ~dot-dashed line!. ~a!
Ud5`, ~b! Ud57.
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field splitting to zero («z50) and the energy of the apex
level high («apex510). ~Hence, except for large«b the apical
oxygen has little effect.! We see from these plots that, in
general, the bandwidth of theB state is less than that of the
ER triplet. Indeed,tBggB is smaller than the other matrix
elements over the whole range of parameters. This is simply
because theB state has significant admixtures of two-hole
base states in which one hole is in adz orbital and this state
is therefore rather immobile.~The dz hole can only move
when it is converted into an in-plane oxygena hole. As
pointed out in the previous section, the interaction for that
process is weaker than that for converting adx hole into an
in-planeb hole, which is the process involved in the corre-
sponding motion of the Emery-Reiter triplet.! The other hop-
ping matrix elements, i.e.,tBggS, tBggT, and tTggS, are
broadly comparable in magnitude, which generally increases
with «b . Note that these matrix elements have significantly
greater magnitude for finiteUd compared withUd5`, high-
lighting the importance of the states with two holes on cop-
per. It is also noteworthy thattBggSandtTggShave a different
variation with«b . One sees thatt

BggSdecreases slowly with
«b , since for«b large,ugs&'udx,s& while uS& will primarily
be composed ofudxb& and udx,↑dx,↓& and these can only be
converted touB& by the processb↔a, which is relatively
weak. On the other hand,uT& and uS& tend to the same state
~apart from spin! when «b becomes large, viz.,udxb&, for
which there is an appreciable amplitude for hopping via
b↔b andb↔dx .

Although the magnitude oftTggS is greater than that of
tBggS, their relative importance with regard to corrections to
the effective single-band model, or even the possibility of its
breakdown, depends also on the energiesEB andET relative
to that of the Zhang-Rice singletES , as discussed in the
previous section. We show these energies in Fig. 4~a! for the
same parameters as in Fig. 3. We see again that over the
whole parameter range theB state is lower than the ER trip-
let. In the present case of high apex orbital energy, these
energies are an order of magnitude or more greater than the
correspondingt ’s involved in the transition. We thus expect
that they will lead to small perturbative corrections to the
effective single-band model. This is indeed the case as we
show later.

When the apex orbital is lowered in energy the situation
can change significantly since theB state becomes much
lower in energy. This is illustrated in Fig. 4~b! for which
«apexhas been lowered to 3. With increasing«b the energy of
theB state decreases with respect to that of the ZR singlet,
and theB state actually crosses the ZR singlet for«b'5,
signaling a breakdown of the effective single-band model. If
«apex is reduced to 2, this crossover occurs already at
«b'2, which corresponds to an in-plane oxygen hole energy
of 3.5 eV and an apical hole energy of 2.6 eV. Although there
is some uncertainty in these parameters for the cuprates, they
have been estimated for a range of materials and for some
the apex-hole energies are indeed predicted to be close to or
even below that of the in-plane oxygen holes, around 3 eV.27

It thus appears that a breakdown of the effective single-band

FIG. 4. Energy of the ER triplet relative to the ZR singlet
(ET2ES , solid lines! and of lowestB1 state (EB2ES , dotted
lines!, for Ud5`,7,5,3 ~bottom to top curves!. ~a! «apex510, ~b!
«apex53. Other parameters as in Fig. 3.

FIG. 5. ~a! B state hopping matrix elementtBggB, ~b! energy
EB2ES , vs «apex, with «z50.5 andUd5`, «b53 ~solid line!,
Ud57, «b53 ~dotted line!, Ud57,«b56 ~dashed line!.
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model due to apical oxygen is a very real possibility in some
materials.

There is a further interesting effect when we are close to
this breakdown region~i.e.,EB2ES small!, namely, that the
effective bandwidth of theB state (;utBggBu) changes sig-
nificantly in the region«apex'«b , passing through a rela-
tively pronounced maximum. This was already discernable
in Fig. 2~b! and is shown in more detail in Fig. 5~a! where
tBggB is plotted against apex orbital energy. We see from Fig.
5~b!, which shows the corresponding variation inEB2ES ,
that in each case this maximum inutBggBu occurs in a region
whereEB2ES is changing rapidly with apical hole energy,
though still positive (EB2ES'1 in all cases!. For typical
cuprate parameters~such as the dotted curve! the apical oxy-
gen energies predicted for a number of materials are in the
region of this peak.27 Such an enhanced bandwidth is poten-
tially significant if it concurs with a breakdown of the effec-
tive single-band model. In that situation there would be real
hole occupation of theB band, which would then be ex-
pected to play a role in charge transport, in spite oftmax

BggB

being considerably smaller thantSggS, the nearest-neighbor
hopping of ZR singlets. This is because theB state is spin
independent~or at least nearly so when the Hund’s rule intra-
atomic splitting of the Cud8 configuration is included! and
hence its motion is expected to be less inhibited by the spin
background than the ZR singlets, which effectively become
heavier due to a ‘‘spin-string’’ effect.37

The variation of tBggB with the underlying parameters,
«apex, «b , «z, andUd, can be understood as follows. First,
consider the situation where the energy of the apex is so high
that one deals essentially with the four-band model, and the
B state is mainly a superposition of the in-plane base states
ubdz&, udxa&, uba&, andudxdz&. The hopping of theB state is
then essentially controlled by the balance between the pro-
cessa↔a involving the two base statesudxa& anduba&, and
the processdz↔a involving alsoubdz& and to a lesser extent,
depending upon the value ofUd , also udxdz&. Because the
processes have opposite sign@see Eq.~2.7! and note that
bothl01 andn01 are,0#, the net result depends sensitively
on the participation ofudxdz& in theB state, i.e., onUd @see
Fig. 5~a!#. When «apex is decreased and the components
udxpz& andubpz& involving the apex orbital get mixed in, the
hopping matrix element first increases because the process
pz↔a involving these base states has the same sign as the
dz↔a process@see again Eq.~2.7!#. Actually, the participa-
tion of the in-plane oxygena orbital in theB state gets also
increased slightly~compare Fig. 1! due to increased hybrid-
ization betweenudxpz& and udxa& ~and also betweenubpz&
and uba&). Finally, however, when the energy of the apex
orbital is lowered even further, the effect on theB bandwidth
is rapidly reversed whenudxpz& becomes the dominant com-
ponent in theB state approximately when«apex&«b , as seen
in Fig. 5~a!. This is due to the decrease indz- and a-hole
content, which frustrates thedz↔a and pz↔a processes,
and the increase in~immobile! apex-hole content.

IV. EFFECTIVE SINGLE-BAND MODEL
AND ITS POSSIBLE BREAKDOWN

As sketched in Sec. II and described in detail in I, the
multi-band d-p model expressed in the cell basis may be

reduced to a single-band model by simply restricting the Hil-
bert space to the lowest cell states, i.e.,u0& ~no holes!, ugs&
~one hole!, and uS& ~two holes, Zhang-Rice singlet!. This
immediately maps onto an asymmetric effectivesingle-band
Hubbard modelwith different effective hopping parameters
for holes, t i j

hh5^ iS, jgsuHccu igs , jS&, electrons, t i j
ee

5^ igs , j0uHccu i0,jgs&, and interband transitions
t i j
eh5^ iS, j0uHccu ig s̄ , jgs&, and an effective HubbardU
given by Ueff5ES1E022Eg ~of order «b in the charge-
transfer regime,Ud.«b). WhenUeff@teh this may then be
further mapped onto acharge-spin(t-t8-J) model, describ-
ing either a hole-doped or an electron-doped system, where
t and t8 are the appropriate (hh or ee) nearest- and next-
nearest-neighbor hopping parameters38 and with
J54(t01

eh)2/Ueff .
We now discuss the main corrections to the effective

single-band model produced by thea1-symmetry orbitals, for
the region of parameters where the single-band description is
expected to remain valid. As in the reduction from the two-
band model described in I, these corrections arise from
higher-lying cell states and may be accounted for by pertur-
bation theory provided that the levels involved are suffi-
ciently high in energy. When reducing from the three-band or
five-band model there are, of course, many more higher-
lying cell states to be included in the summations over inter-
mediate states. As stated above, the most important new state
is the lowest two-hole state ofB1 symmetry~the B state!.
Provided it is not too low in energy, its main effect is to
renormalize thenext-nearest-neighbor hopping(t8) in the
effective single-band model.~It will also affect the nearest-
neighbor hoppingt and, for the charge-spin model, the su-
perexchangeJ. However, for reasons of symmetry, these
renormalizations are very small, as explained below.!

For the case ofhole dopingthe second-order processes
involved in this renormalization are of the form
uS,g,g&→ug,B,g&→ug,g,S&, i.e., the ZR singlet on cell 1
exchanges with a spin (us&[ugs&) on cell 3 via an interme-
diate state involving theB state on cell 2. One must now
distinguish the following cases:~i! for parallel spins: via the
m50 triplet component of the B state,
uS,s,s&→us,3B0 ,s&→us,s,S&, or via the singlet,
uS,s,s&→us,1B0 ,s&→us,s,S&; ~ii ! for antiparallel spins:
via the umu51 triplet component,
uS,s̄,s&→us,3B2s̄ ,s&→us,s̄,S&; ~iii ! for antiparallel spins:
via the m50 triplet component,
uS,s̄,s&→us̄,3B0 ,s&→us̄,s,S&, or via the singlet,
uS,s̄,s&→us̄,1B0 ,s&→us̄,s,S&, with inversion of the spin
on cell 2 and of the spin that exchanges with the ZR singlet.
It is important to note that, as long as the intra-atomic
Hund’s-rule exchange on copper is neglected, actually no
spin-flip processes are generated by theB state; i.e., the spin
on cell 2 is the same in the final state as it was in the initial
state. This is due to the degeneracy and identical orbital com-
position of singlet and triplet B states, so that
^1B0 ,suHccus,S&5ls^3B0 ,suHccus,S&[tBggS ~where
l↑51, l↓521), which makes the spin-flipping sequences
in ~iii ! exactly cancel one another. For the same reason the
amplitude of the non-spin-flip process does not depend on
the orientation of the spin on cell 2, because
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^3B2s ,s̄uHccus,S&52lsA2tBggS, so that the two processes
~i! yield the same total correction for parallel spins as the
single process~ii ! does for antiparallel spins. Inclusion of the
intra-atomic Hund’s-rule exchange would obviously give rise
to small deviations from this spin independence. Note further
that as an immediate consequence of the~near! spin indepen-
dence the contribution of second-order processes involving
theB state to the superexchangeJ vanishes~or nearly so!.

The resulting correction tot8hh is therefore

dt8hh~B!512
2~ tBggS!2

EB2ES
, ~4.1!

taking into account that there are two nearest-neighbor cells
that can act as cell 2. Note that this second-order correction
has positive sign because the two virtual hops
uS,g,g&→ug,B,g& and ug,B,g&→ug,g,S& that make up the

effective diagonalhop uS,g&→ug,S& are necessarily along
different axes~one alongx, one alongy) and therefore con-
tribute opposite signs. Referring to the discussion following
Eq. ~2.8! we emphasize that this important feature is due to
the differentlocal symmetryof a1 andb1 orbitals.@Similarly,
the correction to nearest-neighbor hopping is almost zero
because the expectedly dominant contributions involve one
virtual ~first-order! diagonalb1↔a1 hop, for which the ma-
trix element vanishes by symmetry.# The effect of theB state
on the next-nearest-neighbor hopping is shown in Fig. 6
where we plott8hh vs «b with and without the correction due
to the B state. @Actually, the contributions from all
B1-symmetry two-hole states are included, but that from the
~lowest! B state is dominant.# These plots also show the
second-order correction due to the Emery-Reiter triplet~dis-
cussed in I and Ref. 39!,

dt8hh~T!522
3
2 ~ tTggS!2

ET2ES
. ~4.2!

In fact, the ER triplet gives a spin-dependent correction~as
well as spin-flip terms! since cancellations like for theB
state above do not occur, simply because there is no coun-
terpart singlet to the ER triplet. In order to make a compari-
son withdt8hh(B) we have, in Eq.~4.2!, taken the mean of
spin-parallel and spin-antiparallel non-spin-flip corrections
~which yields the factor 3/2), which corresponds physically
to assuming that the ZR singlets move in a paramagnetic
background; i.e., one-hole states have equal probability of
having spin up or spin down. As seen in Fig. 6~a! ~where
«apex510), when the apex orbital is high in energy the cor-
rection due to theB state is small, as expected~though com-
parable with that due to the ER triplet!. Bringing down the
apex level increases the correction due to theB state and
with «apex53 @Fig. 6~b!# its contribution is always greater
than that of the ER triplet, or any other higher-lying state.
Note that in this example the relative change int8hh becomes
large for«b'3 ~the cuprates!, sincedt8hh(B) is then of the
same order ast8hh. The correction grows rapidly as«b is
further increased to'4, eventually signaling a breakdown of
the perturbation expansion and the mapping to an effective
single-band model, as discussed above.

The sensitivity oft8hh to the apex level is demonstrated
more explicitly in Fig. 7 where we plott8hh vs «apex for
variousUd and«b , again with and without theB state con-
tribution. We observe that there is a rapid suppression in the
magnitude oft8hh as the apex oxygen level is lowered in
energy, in particular for finiteUd where the nearest-neighbor
hopping parametertBggS is much larger than forUd5`
~compare Fig. 3! as pointed out above. The plots further

FIG. 6. Next-nearest-neighbor hopping for holes,t8hh, vs «b ,
without ~dotted line! and including the corrections due to the ER
triplet ~dashed line! and in addition that due to theB state~solid
line!, with «z50.5. ~a! «apex510, ~b! «apex53.

FIG. 7. Next-nearest-neighbor hopping for
holes, t8hh, vs «apex, without ~dotted line! and
including the corrections due to the ER triplet
~dashed line! and in addition that due to theB
state ~solid line!, with «z50.5. ~a! Ud5`,
«b53, ~b! Ud57, «b53, ~c! Ud57, «b56.
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show clearly that the region where the correction is large and
the single-band description eventually breaks down is given
roughly by«apex'«b . Note, however, that the formal break-
down always occurs for a value of«apex that is smaller than
«b , and significantly so for finiteUd . This is because it is
determined byEB2ES becoming equal to zero, and both
hybridization effects and the influence ofUd are stronger for
the ZR singlet than for theB state@compare also Fig. 5~b!#.
One should further note that for«apex sufficiently low ~but
not so low as to cause breakdown! the correction due to the
B states can even change the sign oft8hh. So while t8hh is
generally negative in the three-band model~see I!, this might
not always be physically correct, since we see that it can
become positive in the five-band model when the effect of
the apicals is sufficiently strong.

It should be clear from the discussion above that similar
second-order corrections are induced to thethird-neighbor
hopping t9hh @i.e., from (0,0) to (2a,0), etc.#. However, be-
cause the two virtual first-order hops are now in the same
direction, the correction isnegativehere. Since there is fur-
ther only one two-step path for this hopping process while
there were two for the next-nearest-neighbor hop,
dt9hh(B)52 1

2dt8
hh(B),0. The correction therefore adds

to, instead of opposes, that from the ER triplet for which
dt9hh(T)51 1

2dt8
hh(T),0. Third-neighbor and next-

nearest-neighbor hopping parameters are actually compa-
rable, and the present corrections are thus not insignificant.

In the case ofelectron dopingthe relevant processes are
of the form u0,g,g&→u0,B,0&→ug,g,0&. By the same argu-
ment as in the hole-doped case a net spin-independent hop-
ping contribution results, and the correction tot8ee is

dt8ee~B!512
2~ tBg0g!2

EB1E022Eg
, ~4.3!

again of positive sign. As the energy denominator here,
which can be rewritten asUeff1EB2ES , is always much
larger than in the case of holes, the effective single-band
model remains valid up to much smaller values of«b and
«apex, and especially is not likely to break down in the pa-
rameter range of interest for the cuprates. Also the correction
given by Eq.~4.3! remains fairly small, but it is not insig-
nificant because the value fort8ee resulting from the two-
band model is small to begin with. This is demonstrated in
Fig. 8, which shows the dependence oft8ee on the apex
orbital energy, with the same values for the other parameters
as in the similar plots oft8hh in Fig. 7~b!. For this ‘‘standard’’
cuprate parameter set we find that theB state changest8ee

from '20.014 eV to'20.003 eV. This confirms our find-
ing in I that the next-nearest-neighbor hopping parameter is
virtually zero for electron-doped cuprates. It also shows that
when the effect of the apical oxygens is included, the sign of
t8ee will in general not change but remain negative. So, as
long as «apex is not too low, the signs of next-nearest-
neighbor hole and electron hopping are still the same40–42

~when the same sign convention is used for both; with the
commonly used convention for thet-t8-J model the signs are
then opposite38!, but they may become opposite~and there-
fore equal with thet-t8-J model sign convention! when the
apex level gets very low («apex&«b) and the effect of the
apicals changes the sign oft8hh ~see above!.

With present uncertainties in the parameters for a multi-
band model, for the cuprates the possible breakdown of the
mapping to an effective single-band model remains an open
question, in particular for the more interesting case of hole
doping. If it doesbreak down, then a minimal model to de-
scribe the low-energy physics should contain theB state in
the model subspace~i.e., the Hilbert space of the effective
Hamiltonian!. It is straightforward to do this in terms of
HubbardX operators by including terms involving theB
states explicitly, just by retaining them in Eq.~2.9!, resulting
in aneffective two-band model. Just like the effective single-
band model can be expressed in terms of~effective! fermions
cis
† , the inclusion of theB states may be represented simply
as a new ‘‘band’’ of Fermi particles, created byais

† . They are
to be distinguished from the in-plane oxygena orbitals, al-
though the new ‘‘a’’ particles carry locala1 symmetry and
could be consideredeffectiveoxygena holes. They hybridize
with the ‘‘c’’ particles ~which carry localb1 symmetry!. This
description is correct provided we impose the constraints that
a cell may only contain either a zero-hole state~no particles!,
a spin ~one c particle!, a ZR singlet~two c particles!, or a
B state~onec particle and onea particle!. If we are in the
regime where we can further reduce the effective two-band
model to a charge-spin model, then we obtain for an
electron-doped systemjust the usualt-t8-J model, but with
corrections to the parameters due to theB state. However, for
the hole-doped casewe obtain the following two-band gen-
eralization of thet-t8-J model:

Htt8J
~ two band!

5PH(
i j s

t i j
c cis

† cjs1(̂
i j &

FJS Si•Sj2 1

4
ninj D G1(

i j s
t i j
a ais

† ajs1(
i j s

t i j
ac~ais

† cjs1cis
† ajs!1ea(

i
ni
aJ P, ~4.4!

FIG. 8. Next-nearest-neighbor hopping for electrons,t8ee, vs
«apex, without ~dotted line! and including the corrections due to the
ER triplet ~dashed line! and in addition that due to theB state~solid
line!, with «z50.5, Ud57, and«b53.
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where t i j
c 5t i j

SggS, t i j
a5t i j

BggB, t i j
ac5t i j

BggS, ea5EB2ES , and
P is now a projection operator which imposes the above
constraints. Note that the convention used here is that both
c anda are holes with respect to a ‘‘full shell’’ vacuum.

Over the last few years various two-band models have
been proposed43–45 based on the consideration that orbitals
different fromdx and px /py , such asdz and pz , could be
important. We emphasize that the model~4.4! proposed here
is in fact derived in a straightforward way by the cell ap-
proach from the rather general five-band model, permitting
its parameters to be calculated from the bare five-band pa-
rameters, for which rather reliable estimates are available,
based upon the chemistry of the cuprates.31,27

V. ROLE OF t8 AND CORRELATION WITH Tc
max

We now discuss the possible significance of the suppres-
sion of t8 for the hole-doped cuprates, and in particular its
dependence on the coupling of the CuO2 planes to the apical
oxygens. We should first point out that the appreciable reduc-
tion of ut8u due to the influence of thepz orbital precisely in
the cuprate regime@see Fig. 7~b!# is in good agreement with
the results on band structure obtained by Grant and
McMahan31 in their Hartree-Fock plus configuration interac-
tion calculations on clusters representing La2CuO4. They
found that the dispersion along the line connecting
(p/2,p/2) to (p,0) was strongly reduced by inclusion of
apical pz orbitals, and that their inclusion was absolutely
essential for obtaining the weak dispersion observed
experimentally.46 This concurs therefore with the present
finding, since we know that in thet-t8-J model the magni-
tude of that dispersion is largely governed byt8, because the
dispersion produced byt andJ alone is very small because
of correlation effects.37,47–49We therefore stipulate that the
next-nearest-neighbor hopping parameter t8 qualifies as the
single parameter, which carries,at the level of a single-band
description, the information about crystal structure outside
the CuO2 planes and thusdifferentiates between the various
cuprates.

The role oft8 in the t-t8-J model has received some fur-
ther attention recently, after it had been realized that it is at
least indispensable, as referred to above, for reproducing the
flat quasiparticle dispersion and shape of the Fermi surface
observed in the cuprates,46 which in turn are held responsible
for various~partly anomalous! normal-state properties.50,51,48

Following early arguments by Lee52 it has been conjectured
that, although relatively small,t8 may have a significant in-
fluence on the behavior of the model. In particular, Tohyama
and Maekawa53 have argued that the sign oft8 is very im-
portant, this being a main distinguishing feature between
electron-doped materials, for whicht8 is positive, and hole-
doped materials for whicht8 is generally negative.38 They
showed by exact diagonalization on finite clusters that in the
low-doping regime antiferromagnetic spin correlations are
stabilized for t8.0, whereas a rapid destabilization takes
place fort8,0. Further, it has since been shown by Gooding
et al.54 that both the spin distortions induced by doped car-
riers and the spatial distribution of the carriers are quite dif-
ferent for oppositet8. Obviously one would expect such dif-
ferences in behavior to affect any tendency towards
superconductive pairing quite strongly. Since we know that

high-Tc superconductivity occurs much more readily and
reaches much higher critical temperatures in hole-doped than
in electron-doped cuprates, then apparently the sign oft8 is
crucial for superconductivity, negativet8 being favorable,
positive t8 unfavorable. It is then tempting to speculate that
also themagnitudeof t8 may have a decisive effect, resulting
in a lowerTc as t8 is made ‘‘more electron like,’’ i.e., less
negative for hole-doped systems.

Since, as we have described above, the primary effect of
apical oxygen on the parameters of the effective single-band
model is to make a positive correction tot8hh ~mainly
through theB state!, then a stronger coupling of the apical
oxygens to the CuO2 planes~either due to a lower«apex or
due to a largertpd8 and tpp8 because of shorter copper-apex
distance! should be detrimental to superconductivity if the
aforementioned theoretical speculations are correct. There is
experimental evidence that this is indeed the case, in particu-
lar the correlations between the critical temperature of vari-
ous optimally doped materials on the one hand and the
copper-apex bonding as estimated from the Cu bond valence
sum25 or the Madelung potential at the apical oxygen26 on
the other hand. Earlier theoretical work directly on the five-
band model has been directed towards translating these em-
pirical correlations into a correlation with quantities more
directly related to the electronic structure of the CuO2
planes, such as the stability of the ZR singlets@expressed by
t ~Ref. 27!# or the occupation ofa1-symmetry orbitals.28,29

We may look similarly by the present approach for a corre-
lation with the next-nearest-neighbor hopping by plotting for
various materials theexperimentally observed Tc

max ~the
maximumTc , attained at the optimum doping value! versus
thecalculated t8/t. We have done so for the same ten repre-
sentative cuprate compounds as in Refs. 28 and 29, with
maximum critical temperatures ranging from 0 to 110 K, for
which the parameters can be reliably computed from the data
compiled in Ref. 27. The result is shown in Fig. 9, and we do
indeed see the expected trend withTc

max generally decreasing
with increasingt8/t. We have verified that this result is ro-
bust by making similar plots for estimates oftpp ~and tpp8 )

FIG. 9. Maximum critical temperatureTc
max vs t8/t for various

superconducting cuprates. Compounds included are La2SrCu2O6

(Tc
max50 K!, La1.85Ba0.15CuO4 (Tc

max530 K!, La1.85Sr0.15CuO4
(Tc

max538 K!, (Ba0.67Eu0.33)2 (Eu0.67Ce0.33)2 Cu3 O8.78 (Tc
max548

K!, Y0.8Ca0.2Ba2Cu3O6.11 (Tc
max550 K!, YBa2Cu3O6.5 (Tc

max560
K!, YBa2Cu3O7 (Tc

max593 K!, Bi2Sr2Ca0.9Y0.1Cu2O8.24 (Tc
max593

K!, TlBa2CaCu2O7 (Tc
max5100 K!, Pb0.5Tl0.5Sr2CaCu2O7

(Tc
max5110 K!.
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which are somewhat larger. While this gives quantitative dif-
ferences, these are small, and the general trend is essentially
the same. Clearly, the present finding is compatible with the
general claims52–54 about the importance oft8, and in fact
indicates that thecrystal structureoutside the CuO2 planes
affects superconductivity via t8.

The above result offers support for a scenario for high-
Tc superconductivity based upon thet-t8-J model ~or the
Hubbard model with nearest and next-nearest-neighbor hop-
ping! in which details of the quasiparticle dispersion of
doped holes are quantitatively important. A noteworthy ex-
ample would be the ‘‘antiferromagnetic–Van Hove’’ model,
proposed recently by Dagotto, Nazarenko, and Moreo,55

when properly extended to account explicitly for the effect of
t8. In this model the antiferromagnetism of the cuprates is
made responsible not only for the Van Hove singularity in
the density of states~see below! but also for the pairing
interaction. A second example would be the recent theory of
d-wave superconductivity in the Hubbard model developed
by Beenen and Edwards56 and based upon Roth’s procedure
for decoupling Green’s functions, again when extended to
include t8.

To illustrate the point let us consider briefly the case of
the t-t8-J model. It is by now well established47–49 that the
quasiparticle dispersion of a single hole doped into the half-
filled antiferromagnetic insulator is then given accurately by

E~k!5J@acoskxcosky1
1
4b~cos2kx1cos2ky!#, ~5.1!

showing that the hole, which in our present picture has
formed a ZR singlet, is forced to move within one magnetic
sublattice in order not to disturb the antiferromagnetic spin
background. On the assumption that this remains valid at
finite doping one arrives at the picture where doped mobile
spin-up ~spin-down! holes move over the preexisting fixed
spin-down~spin-up! holes that make up the magnetic sublat-
tices. So doped holes of opposite spin remain spatially iso-
lated and go into two distinct bands with identical dispersion
given by Eq. ~5.1!. This has saddle points either at
S[(6kS,0), (0,6kS) where kS5p2arccos(a/b), if
b.a, or at (p/2,p/2) if b,a, in either case producing a
logarithmic Van Hove singularity in the density of states. In
addition to the exact location of the saddle points also the
flatness of the dispersion in their vicinity is determined by
the ratioa/b. For the puret-J model ~i.e., for t850) one
hasa'b'1 ~see Refs. 47–49!. Upon introduction oft8 into
the modela is replaced bya85a14t8/J, while adding also
t9 would similarly replaceb by b85b18t9/J. Then

a8

b8
'
114t8/J

118t9/J
, ~5.2!

and the location of the saddle points is seen to be largely
determined by theintrasublattice hopping parameter(s) t8
~and t9) rather than byt and/orJ. The same holds for the
flatness of the dispersion near the saddle points and thus for
the width of the Van Hove singularity.

As for superconductivity it is clear that if this arises by
any BCS-like pairing mechanism, then the critical tempera-
ture attained at optimum doping~as well as that doping value
dmax itself! must depend now ona8/b8, since quite generally
Tc
max will be reached at the doping concentration that makes

the Fermi surface pass through the saddle points. Conse-
quently thenTc

max will depend critically ont8 ~and t9, if
included!, although the exact functional dependence, which
may also depend on the form of the pairing interaction, is at
present unknown and is currently the subject of further in-
vestigation. It is further clear that similar considerations must
apply for the Beenen-Edwards treatment of superconductiv-
ity in the (t-t8-U) Hubbard model.56

So the following picture suggests itself. Frustrated motion
of carriers, reflected in a very flat quasiparticle dispersion
near the Fermi energy, is a prerequisite for the occurrence of
high-Tc superconductivity. In the cuprates the frustration is
due to the strong antiferromagnetic correlations of the back-
ground spins, and is governed, in at-t8-J model description,
by the effectiveintersublatticeparameterst andJ. These are
characteristic for thein-planechemistry and geometry of the
CuO2 planes and do not vary significantly between different
cuprates. While the overall energy scale is now set byJ, the
actual value ofTc

max ~and of dmax) is, however, determined
by the effectiveintrasublatticeparameter~s! t8 ~and t9). For
reasons of symmetry these depend mainly on theout-of
plane chemistry and geometry, and can therefore have sig-
nificantly different values for different cuprate compounds.
Clearly, this scenario offers a plausible and simple explana-
tion why Tc

max can vary so widely among the various cu-
prates, although there is hardly any variation in the geometry
of the CuO2 planes.

We should further point out that the effect of the apicals
of reducingut8hhu obtained here is perfectly compatible with
their effect of enhancing the occupation of orbitals ofa1
symmetry found in Refs. 28,29. In those works it was shown
in the context of a slave-boson mean-field correlated band-
structure calculation~performed in the limit of an infinitely
largeUd) that the apicals substantially increase the occupa-
tion of the in-plane oxygena1-symmetry orbitals while keep-
ing their own occupation small. The corresponding effect in
the present context of correlated bands derived from local-
ized cell states is enhancing~by lowering the energy of the
B state! the mixing betweenS and B bands. This can be
viewed as the first-order admixture into a ZR singlet at a
particular cell, ofB states at nearest-neighbor cells, which
accompanies the second-order correctiondt8hh(B). Since
the resulting effective ZR singlet then involves some
a1-symmetry orbitals, in particular the planar oxygena or-
bital via the componentsudxa& and uba&, the occupation of
those orbitals increases simultaneously with the decrease in
ut8hhu.

By contrast, in the present approach there is no reason to
interpret this change in composition of the ZR singlet as a
decrease of its stability, as put forward in Ref. 27; neither do
we find any change int induced by the apicals. It is only
when the single-band model breaks down that one could say
that the ZR singlets are no longer stable, in the sense that
they do not suffice to describe all doped holes since one has
in addition also real hole occupation of theB band. To de-
scribe such a situation one has to resort to a two-band model
of the type given by~4.4!. As discussed in Sec. III, then the
B band is expected to play also a significant role in charge
transport, since aB state can move without disturbing the
spins, in contrast to a ZR singlet. In this context it is remark-
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able that La2SrCu2O6, which does not become supercon-
ducting, is quite close to the breakdown regime. This sug-
gests that high-Tc superconductivity disappears once the
weakly correlatedB band ‘‘short-circuits’’ the correlated ZR
singlets, and that the single-bandt-t8-J model is adequate to
describe those cuprates that do superconduct, with the pa-
rametert8 differentiating between different compounds.

VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have shown that the effect of apical oxy-
gen may be incorporated into a cell-perturbation scheme for
reduction to an effective single-band model, by including
pz orbitals on apical oxygen andd3z22r2 orbitals on copper
~five-band model!. Provided the apical oxygenpz orbital is
not too low in energy the main effect is tosuppress next-
nearest-neighbor hopping of doped holes~i.e., Zhang-Rice
singlets!, having little effect on nearest-neighbor hopping
and superexchange~for symmetry reasons! or on next-
nearest-neighbor hopping of doped electrons. The effect is
primarily due to a two-hole cell state ofB1 symmetry~the
B state! being fairly low in energy compared to the ZR sin-
glet. This leads to a rather large correction tot8hh, associated
with the virtual process by which a ZR singlet first makes a
nearest-neighbor hop and changes into the two-holeB state
followed by a further nearest-neighbor hop in an orthogonal
direction, changing back again into a ZR singlet.

In the context of thet-t8-J model the reduction ofut8u for
hole-doped systems induced by the apical oxygens implies
that the apicals strongly reduce the amplitude of the disper-
sion from (p/2,p/2) to (p,0), in agreement with numerical
work31 and with photoemission experiments.46 We have ar-
gued thatat the level of the single-band description the in-
fluence of crystal structure, in particular the differences be-
tween the various cuprates,is fully reflected in the variation
of t8. Moreover, we have shown that the~detrimental! effect
of the apical oxygens in hole-doped cuprates on high-Tc su-
perconductivity translates into a correlation betweent8 and
Tc
max ~the maximumTc at optimum doping!. This supports

recent results indicating the importance oft8 for the behavior
of the t-t8-J model,53,54and indicates thatt8 is also a crucial
parameter for the strength of superconductive pairing. In par-
ticular our findings support scenarios, such as the recently
proposed antiferromagnetic–Van Hove model55 or the
Beenen-Edwards theory ofd-wave superconductivity in the
Hubbard model,56 where frustration of carrier motion is
caused by the strong antiferromagnetism and is governed by
t and J, which are basically in-plane parameters. We have
argued that the actual value ofTc

max must then depend sig-

nificantly on t8, which would explain the variation ofTc
max

between different compounds.
If the apicalpz-orbital energy becomes too low, then the

effective single-band model eventually breaks down. This
occurs when theB state gets close to, or even lower in en-
ergy than, the Zhang-Rice singlet, and it takes less energy to
put a doped hole at the bottom of theB state-derived band
than to create an extra ZR singlet. Such a situation cannot be
accounted for perturbatively since there is ‘‘real’’ occupation
of theB state. When this happens theB state also becomes
more mobile~its bandwidth increases!, due primarily to ad-
mixtures of base states involving holes on apical oxygen and
in addition also in-plane oxygen holes ofa1 symmetry. Un-
der such conditions the minimal model to describe the sys-
tem is an effective two-band model containing doped holes
whose motion is impeded by the spin background~the ZR
singlets! and doped holes which are relatively unaffected by
the spin background~theB states!. We have also found evi-
dence suggesting that superconductivity disappears when the
single-band description becomes invalid. This picture is
again consistent with the assertion that frustrated motion of
carriers is essential for high-Tc superconductivity, and that
such frustration is reduced by apical oxygen. Further study
of the proposed two-band model would be of considerable
interest, since it could shed more light on this issue.

Note added in proof.Further work59 has since shown that
when symmetry considerations are taken into account, it is
more accurate to considert2[t822t9 rather thant8 as the
relevant parameter differentiating between the cuprates. This
makes no difference for the physics and in particular does
not change in any way our conclusions about the role of the
apical oxygens and their effect onTc

max.
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APPENDIX A: WANNIER TRANSFORMATION

The in-plane oxygen Wannier orbitals are defined by per-
forming the following transformation ink space,

TABLE I. Wannier coefficients. Sitei is the origin 0[(0,0); site j is specified~in units of the Cu-Cu lattice parameter!.

0[(0,0) 1[(1,0) 2[(1,1) 3[(2,0) 4[(2,1) 5[(2,2)

m 0.95809 20.14009 20.02351 20.01373 20.00685 20.00327
n 0.72676 20.27324 0.12207 20.06385 0.01737 0.01052
l 0.74587 20.17578 0.06179 20.07134 0.01703 0.00925
j 0.00000 0.25763 0.00000 0.03913 0.00886 0.00000
x 0.00000 0.13397 0.00000 20.04056 0.03043 0.00000
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bks5 i @sx~k!px,ks2sy~k!py,ks#/Asx2~k!1sy
2~k!, ~A1!

aks52 isgn~kxky!@sy~k!px,ks1sx~k!py,ks#/Asx2~k!1sy
2~k!, ~A2!

wheresx(k)5sin(kx/2) andsy(k)5sin(ky/2), and then Fou-
rier transforming back to real space. The phase factor
sgn(kxky) in ~1.2!, added compared with Ref. 57, enhances
the amplitude ofai ,s on the oxygenp orbitals closest to the
Cu atom at sitei .

The Wannier coefficients for hopping,m i j , n i j , l i j ,
j i j , andx i j , resulting from this transformation are then ob-
tained from

m~k!5Asx2~k!1sy
2~k!, ~A3!

n~k!54sx
2~k!sy

2~k!/m~k!2, ~A4!

l~k!52usx~k!sy~k!u/m~k!, ~A5!

j~k!5@sx
2~k!2sy

2~k!#/m~k!, ~A6!

x~k!52usx~k!sy~k!u@sx
2~k!2sy

2~k!#/m~k!2, ~A7!

as the Fourier transform with respect toRi2Rj . The values
of these coefficients up to fifth neighbors are given in Table
I.58 Recall thatj i j andx i j change sign whenRi2Rj is re-
flected in the@11# or @11̄# direction, whilem i j , n i j , andl i j
are invariant under such a transformation. All coefficients are
invariant under reflection in thex or y axis.

Similarly, the coefficientsf l i j andckli j , relevant to the
Coulomb interactions considered in I, are obtained from

f~k,k8!52
cos@~kx2kx8!/2#sin~kx/2!sin~kx8/2!1~x→y!

m~k!m~k8!
, ~A8!

c~k,k8,q!5
sx~k!sx~k1q!sx~k8!sx~k82q!1~x→y!

m~k!m~k1q!m~k8!m~k82q!
, ~A9!

as the double Fourier transform with respect toRi2Rl and
Rl2Rj and the triple Fourier transform with respect to
Rk2Rl , Ri2Rj , and Rj2Rl , respectively. Since
f(k,k)52 according to Eq.~A8!, invoking the identity
(1/N)( le

i (k2k8)•Rl5dk,k8 , we obtain the sum rule

(
l

f l i j 5
1

N(
k
eik•~Ri2Rj !f~k,k!52d i j . ~A10!

A similar sum rule on thec l l i j follows from Eq. ~A9! ac-
cording to

(
l

c l l i j 5
1

N2(
k,k8

eik8•~Ri2Rj !c~k,k8,0!

5
1

N2(
k,k8

eik8•~Ri2Rj !
sx
2~k!sx

2~k8!1~x→y!

m~k!2m~k8!2

5
1

2

1

N(
k8

eik8•~Ri2Rj !
sx
2~k8!1~x→y!

m~k8!2

5
1

2
d i j . ~A11!

APPENDIX B: INTRACELL HAMILTONIAN MATRICES

In the two-band model one has in each cell only the or-
bitalsdx,s andbs . The states in eachn-hole sector are then
determined by the following intracell Hamiltonian matrices
~in the notation of I; to obtain them in the form relevant to
the present paper, replace«̄ by «b andt by tb , and in addi-
tion setVdb5Ub50).

~0! Zero-hole states:u0&, energyE0(50).
~1! One-hole states: on the base statesudx,s& andubs& the

Hamiltonian is

h~1!5S 0 2t

2t «̄
D , ~B1!

yielding a ground-state doubletugs&5cosuudx,s&1sinuubs&
and an excited-state doubletues&52sinuudx,s&1cosuubs&,
where tan2u52t/ «̄, with energies Eg,e5 «̄/2
7A( «̄/2)21t2.

~2uS) Two-hole states, singlet-sector: on the base states
udxb&S5(udx,↑b↓&2udx,↓b↑&)/A2, ub↑b↓&, andudx,↑dx,↓& the
Hamiltonian is

h~2uS!5S «̄1Vdb 2tA2 2tA2
2tA2 2«̄1Ub 0

2tA2 0 Ud

D , ~B2!
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yielding eigenstatesuS& ~the generalized Zhang-Rice singlet!,
uS8&, anduS9&.

~2uT) Two-hole states, triplet-sector: The base states
udx,↑b↑&, (udx,↑b↓&1udx,↓b↑&)/A2, andudx,↓b↓& are the com-
ponents of the Emery-Reiter tripletuTm&, with energy
ET5 «̄1Vdb .

In the five-band model one has in addition the orbitals
dz,s , as , andpz,s . Now the following additional subspaces
arise.

~1ua1) One-hole states (a1 symmetry!: on the base states
udz,s&, uas&, andupz,s& the Hamiltonian is

h~1ua1!5S «z 2ta 2tpd8

2ta «a 2tpp8

2tpd8 2tpp8 «apex

D . ~B3!

~2uB1) Two-hole states (B1 symmetry!, singlet and triplet
sectors: on the base statesudx,sas8&, ubsas8&, udx,sdz,s8&,
ubsdz,s8&, udx,spz,s8&, andubspz,s8& the Hamiltonian is

h~2uB1!5S «a 2tb 2ta 0 2tpp8 0

2tb «b1«a 0 2ta 0 2tpp8

2ta 0 «z1Ud 2tb 2tpd8 0

0 2ta 2tb «b1«z 0 2tpd8

2tpp8 0 2tpd8 0 «apex 2tb

0 2tpp8 0 2tpd8 2tb «b1«apex

D . ~B4!
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